
 

This is the first part of article about Vag Can 2.5.rar free download Vag Can 2.5 is a software product created by the Torbay
Centre for Children and Families (TCCF) in collaboration with Devon County Council's Bereavement Service, Bereaved partner
organisations, and local community groups across Cornwall to help bereaved parents connect to support services. It was created
as an easy-to-use resource that has been optimised for survivors of sudden or traumatic bereavement; it provides some key
information on what they might experience after losing their child, how likely they are to attend a service like Childrens
Bereavement Service Wales if they do need this kind of support, and links them to these services where available. It also helps
bereaved parents to showcase their child's life through a personal photo story, taking them through photos and video that capture
their child. The navigation is simple and the user interface is easy to use. The first introduction screen asks a series of questions
about the child, such as name, age, gender, schools attended etc.; this information is used to automatically create a personal
photo story for the user. Once this has been completed, the user can choose from a number of options including: showing how
you felt when you first heard about your child's death; things people said or did that helped you; ways we can remember our
child; we miss our child; coping strategies I used; and finally "other helpful information". The social media tool enables parents
to input information about their child's life, which they can then share with others; this includes text, images and videos.
Currently there are four categories of content: "3 things I love about my child"; "Secrets"; "Something people might not expect
me to say"; and finally 'To remember'. The community aspect is designed to allow users to connect with others by sharing their
own personal stories of loss through the use of comment boxes. This feature allows for users to post comments on each other’s
stories. This is so that they can receive information that is specifically targeted towards them. Once the user has finished
creating their personal story, they can save it to their device. This allows them to view the story whenever they need to. The
application prompts the user to take a photograph of them and their child together or simply record a video explaining how they
first found out about the death. Each time an update is published, there is also an option allowing users to comment on this latest
version of their story, which will then be posted on Facebook, Twitter or Google+. The photos in the application are organised
into 'albums'. These albums are split into two categories, "recently added" and "featured". Within these albums photos can be
tagged or edited by users. 

"Vag Can 2.5" has been reviewed in a number of places including the BBC, The Guardian, BBC Radio Cornwall, BBC Radio
Wales and BBC Radio Norfolk.
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